<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airing Period</th>
<th>WAY SOUTHWARD</th>
<th>WAY NORTHWARD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| from 6/1 to 6/7 | **LA VIA É UNA COSA MERAVIGLIOSA**  
by Carlo Vanzina  
Starring: Gigi Proietti, Vincenzo Salemme, Nancy Brilli  
Running time: 103'  
Genre: Comedy  
Language: ITA  | **PERFETTI SCONOSCIUTI**  
by Paolo Genovese  
Starring: Edoardo Leo, Marco Giallini, Kasia Smutniak  
Running time: 97'  
Genre: Comedy  
Language: ITA  |
| from 6/8 to 6/14 | **NON SI RUBA A CASA DEI LADRI**  
by Carlo Vanzina  
Starring: Vincenzo Salemme, Massimo Ghini, Stefania Rocca  
Running time: 93'  
Genre: Comedy  
Language: ITA  | **SOMEBWHERE**  
by Sofia Coppola  
Starring: Stephan Dorff, Elle Fanning, Chris Pontius  
Running time: 98'  
Genre: Comedy  
Language: ITA  |
| from 6/15 to 6/21 | **CACCIA AL TESORO**  
by Carlo Vanzina  
Starring: Vincenzo Salemme, Carlo Buccirosso, Max Tortora  
Running time: 90'  
Genre: Comedy  
Language: ITA  | **IMMATURE - IL VIAGGIO**  
by Paolo Genovese  
Starring: Raoul Bova, Barbara Babulova, Ambra Angiolini  
Running time: 100'  
Genre: Comedy  
Language: ITA  |
| from 6/22 to 6/30 | **STORM BOY - IL RAGAZZO CHE SAPEVA VOLARE**  
by Shawn Seet  
Starring: Geoffrey Rush, Jai Courtney, Finn Little  
Running time: 99'  
Genre: Drama  
Language: ITA  | **GREEN ZONE**  
by Paul Greengrass  
Starring: Matt Damon, Greg Kinnear, Jason Isaacs  
Running time: 115'  
Genre: Action  
Language: ITA  |

**EXPLANATION:**

- Suitable for all family members
- Children with adult supervision
- None of the movies is forbidden to minors